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madeira has always been a favorite island of mine, i could always tell the
moment i walked on it, i was going to love it. this scenery had me at hello,

the layout is great, the hills, and valleys are perfect for various styles of
flying, and the island is great looking. with our release we have brought the
island up to date for fsx and fsx: steam edition, it has been improved for us

since the release, and we have also made it more challenging. we have
worked extremely hard to make sure that every aspect of the scenery is

enhanced, our textures have been improved for all areas, but especially the
runway and the terminal area, all buildings have been updated, new

buildings have been added, and the terrain has been worked on hard to
ensure it is as good as possible, so much so that we are actually in the
process of adding a second runway and terminal building, a second air-

bridge has been added, and there is even a new commercial runway. we
have also added lots of new objects for you to see, and we are now working

on a new airport building for the north and south of the island, which will
give you more of a reason to come back to madeira, because it will make it

feel like you really are in the madeira island area. to give you a bit of an idea
of what the airport will look like, the image below is a rough working draft of
what it will look like, and we hope it will give you an idea of what to expect

when we release it. there are a few new objects as well as a few new
buildings we are working on. madeira also has a new cai, which has been
improved for us, along with some new sounds, we have also added a new

taxiway, which can be seen from the runway, and there is also a new airfield
lighting system, and a new terrain model for the runway and taxiway, which
will allow you to have great flying experiences on this island. all of the work

we have done with madeira has been in order to make it one of the most
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challenging islands you will ever fly on, especially the runway and the
taxiway. so the next time you go to the madeira, make sure you book it, and

fly it!
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If you are looking for a little getaway, why not use this package for FSX and
P3D It will help you light up the stunning island of Madeira! Youll be

surprised at how far they have come to include an interesting airport and
scenery for a package of this size. Learn More When pilots come to Portugal,

often they are looking for a challenge. With the island of Madeira, and its
Funchal Madeira Airport, youll get just that. The airport itself is a major

challenge, thanks to the large chances of wind shearing when arriving. The
location of the cliff line adds a new challenge for you to need to overcome,
too. add in the fact theres no opportunity for instrument landing, and this
package should give you the challenge you are looking for indeed! Read

more... When pilots come to Portugal, often they are looking for a challenge.
With the island of Madeira, and its Funchal Madeira Airport, youll get just
that. The airport itself is a major challenge, thanks to the large chances of

wind shearing when arriving. The location of the cliff line adds a new
challenge for you to need to overcome, too. add in the fact theres no

opportunity for instrument landing, and this package should give you the
challenge you are looking for indeed! Read more... The scenery is supplied

with high definition maps from Portugal, which have been modified to
contain the island of Madeira. The roads consist of many components. There

are numerous bridges, tunnels, roads, and other features. There are also
several airports, each one unique, with featured buildings and roads. Each
airport has different capabilities, ground equipment, runway lengths, and

other features. The scenery is very large with a lot of details. The airport has
a lot of stuff to do, and several flight models, from the very popular P3D to

other also compatible with AI Traffic, GSX and SODE v1.4.2. 5ec8ef588b
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